FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

LEVEL 1

FLOOR CENTER

LEFT:
ROWS D-G: 8 SEATS EACH

CENTER LEFT/RIGHT:
ROWS A-B: 8 SEATS EACH
ROWS C-J: 10 SEATS EA.

CENTER LEFT/RIGHT:
ROWS K-L: 10 SEATS EA.
ROWS M-N: 8 SEATS EA.
ROWS O-T: 10 SEATS EA.

RIGHT:
ROWS B-C: 6 SEATS EACH
ROWS D-H: 10 SEATS PER ROW

LEVEL 2

LEFT:
ROWS D-G: 8 SEATS EACH

CENTER LEFT/RIGHT:
ROWS A-B: 8 SEATS EACH
ROWS C-J: 10 SEATS EA.

LEVEL 3

CENTER LEFT/RIGHT:
ROWS K-L: 10 SEATS EA.
ROWS M-N: 8 SEATS EA.
ROWS O-T: 10 SEATS EA.

BALCONY

BALCONY: LEFT/CENTER/RIGHT
AA-DD: 4 SEATS EA.

*SEATS NOT AVAILABLE IN
ROWS CENTER AA, BB, DD

{TRÉS} FEATURING MIGUEL ZENÓN IS GENERAL ADMISSION SEATING
SEATING FOR CHRISTIAN MCBRIDE-BENNY GREEN IS GENERAL ADMISSION WITHIN LEVELS.

PLEASE NOTE: